
Eskimo’s Supermirror radiator 
represents beauty, inside and out. 
A high performance, clean lined 
radiator and mirror in one.

Understanding that there is a desire for dual 
functionality within interior design and the fact that 
we all secretly love looking at ourselves (or for 
those in denial we mean opening up the room with 
a reflective object), we designed the Supermirror. 

Supermirror is available in a wide range of sizes 
and formats from full length mirrors to wide 
landscape versions. Bespoke sizes can be created 
to suit absolutely any space.

They are made with gorgeously super high 
polished stainless steel and although we don’t 
boast that it’s 100% up to the standard of a glass 
mirror*, it’s pretty damn close. 

Not only that but they are hard wearing and easily 
cleaned AND, wait for it, they don’t fog up (anti-
mist), so superb for the bathroom. Heated towel 
rails can be included, and for that floating mirror
“I’m definitely not a radiator” look, we can supply
them with our unique hidden valve option. 
And yes, they’re available in both electric and hot 
water versions with hidden valves if specified.

Several sizes are held in stock for next day delivery 
from our UK factory.

t: +44 (0) 207 117 0110 / www.eskimodesign.co.uk, 
or via our selected distributors and showrooms 
throughout Europe. 

www.eskimodesign.co.uk/where-to-buy

For any enquiries, please do not hesitate to contact 
phil@eskimodesign.co.uk or 

louisa@eskimodesign.co.uk, who will be very 
happy to help.

* there may be tiny distortion in the corners
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A warm feeling when you look in the mirror
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Radiators used: 
Eskimo’s Supermirror from 
the Outline range – standard 
and bespoke sizes

Two depths 50mm and 95mm

Radiator Finish: 
Supermirror - highly polished 
stainless steel

Radiator retail price range: 
Between £640 & £2,780 + VAT


